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This article presents the results of the influence of zinc citrate ions and silver citrates ions before and after 
their combination with organic acids on the morphological and biochemical parameters of the blood of chickens. We 
have found that these ions of zinc citrates and silver in combination with organic acids in a dose of 20 grams per 500 
ml of water (15 g of citrate + 5 g of organic compounds) have a positive effect on the physiological status of the 
Lohman LSL-Lait breeding chickens. At the same time, the number of red blood cells, leukocytes, platelets and 
hemoglobin levels is likely to increase by 1,5-2 times, in contrast to the control group. As to the effect of these drugs 
on biochemical parameters, we can say that zinc and silver citrates before and after combination with organic acids 
do not lead to a shift beyond the limits of the physiological norm of the studied biochemical parameters of blood, both 
in the control and in the experimental groups, the dynamics of changes in blood parameters is not educed. It is 
probable that this drugs are not toxic and contribute to the improvement of the immunogenesis of the organism as a 
whole, which contributes to the functioning of the homeostasis, which is necessary for the normal life of the cells and 
tissues. 

Objectives of the study: to study the effect of zinc and silver citrates on hematological parameters of blood of 
chickens. 

Materials and methods: Experimental work was performed on 10 days of Lohman LSL Lait breeding chickens, 
which were divided into five groups, one control and four experiments on 15 chicks in each according to the principle 
of analogues. In the first and second experiments ions of zinc citrates and silver were given in a dose of 15g in 500 
ml of water for 14 days. In the third and fourth experiments ions of zinc and silver citrates were combined with organic 
acids in a dose of 20 g to 500 ml of water (15 g citrate ions and 5 g of organic acids). Controlled chickens received 
water without drugs. 

Discussion of the results of the use of zinc and silver citrates before and after combination with organic acids 
does not lead to a shift beyond the limits of the physiological norm of the studied biochemical parameters of blood, 
both in the control and in the experimental groups. 

Conclusions: 1. Consequence of conducting a series of hematological studies on the safety of zinc and silver 
citrates was the absence of harmful effects of the investigated means on the course of bird life processes. 

Zinc and silver citrate ions are universal substances that can be combined with organic acids in a specific 
dose (15 g citrate ions and 5 g of organic acids per 500 ml of water) and directly affect the cells of the body through 
the amino and carboxylic group and maintain relative stability homeostasis, which is necessary for the normal life of 
cells and tissues. 

The combination of these drugs can be used as a component for fodder supplements to increase overall body 
resistance and prevent vitamin and mineral deficiencies. 
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A spleen is the peripheral organ of immune defence, where proliferation and accumulation of lymphocytes occur, 
antibody formation and recirculation of lymphocytes by migration through the walls of the post of capillary veins and 
sinusoid of red pulp. A spleen of is investigational is the piglets of 1, 10, 20-day age, with determination of linear 
measurements of an organ and relative area of stromal and parenchymal components and cellular composition of 


